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	This book is all about using soapUI for functional and performance testing of

	service-oriented solutions. soapUI can be used to test various aspects of a

	service-oriented solution without merely playing the role of a web service

	invocation tool. We will follow a simple tutorial-style approach throughout

	the book in which we will explore all key features provided by soapUI based

	on a sample web services project. This book is ideally designed to guide readers

	to get more detailed insight on soapUI by doing a lot of hands-on exercises.
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Pro .NET 2.0 Windows Forms and Custom Controls in VB 2005Apress, 2006
Pro .NET 2.0 Windows Forms and Custom Controls in VB 2005 is the VB 2005 version of the author's best-selling and highly-reviewed Pro .NET 2.0 Windows Forms and Custom Controls in C#. Renowned author Matthew MacDonald shows you VB 2005 programmers how to design flexible, user-friendly Windows interfaces. And you'll learn the...
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Novell Certified Linux Engineer (Novell CLE) Study GuideNovell Press, 2004
The Novell CLE Study Guide, the official study guide to Novell's Certified Linux Engineer (CLE) exam, meets the needs of those seeking to pass the Novell Certified Linux Engineer exam. The Novell CLE Study Guide provides deeper coverage of Nterprise Services for Linux components than...
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Security Engineering for Service-Oriented ArchitecturesSpringer, 2008
While their basic principles and ideas are well understood and cogent from a conceptual perspective, the realization of interorganizational workflows and applications based on service-oriented architectures (SOAs) remains a complex task, and, especially when it comes to security, the implementation is still bound to low-level technical knowledge...
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Transmission Line Design Handbook (Artech House Antennas and Propagation Library)Artech House Publishers, 1991
If your looking for derivations - this is the wrong book for you
There is also a shortage analysis techniques.
This book is packed with quick formula and would might be quite useful as implied by the "design handbook" name. Some of the...
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Plant Growth and ClimateJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	Evidence grows daily of the changing climate and its impact on plants and animals. Plant function is inextricably linked to climate and atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration. On the shortest and smallest scales, the climate affects the plant’s immediate environment and so directly influences physiological processes. At larger scales,...
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Learning VaadinPackt Publishing, 2011

	Having a command of the Vaadin framework means your Java web applications will look and perform brilliantly. Learn how with this all-inclusive, step-by-step tutorial to mastering Rich Internet Application development.


	Overview

	
		Discover the Vaadin framework in a progressive and structured...
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